Please review my video demonstration within your Session 11 lecture before completing this assignment.

For numbers 1-4, retype each sentence and identify each sound by underlining the word that contains that sound.

For number 5, retype the sentences and identify the sounds by underlining the unstressed [ər] sounds and either bolding or highlighting the stressed [ûr] sounds.

1. Exercise 16 a-d, p. 169—Identify words containing [ä] “ah”
   Example 16e. art, not, not art

2. Exercise 17 a-d, p. 171—Identify words containing the [ô] “ahw” sound.


5. Exercise 29 a-e, p. 182-183—Identify words containing the unstressed [ər] and stressed [ûr] sounds (both are pronounced “er”, however the [ər] is unstressed and the [ûr] is stressed).
   - Please underline the unstressed [ər] sounds,
   - Either bold or highlight the stressed [ûr] sounds.
   (See your various spellings and warmer uppers on pages 181-182 for examples and contact me with any questions.)